
/****************************************************************************************/
/* RELEASE NOTES - CMS538 TOPCON YIELDTRAKK */
/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538001rev08
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 15th June 2018

-> [TPCERESISO-122] Speed-factor now calculated correctly after 100m calibration routine.
-> [TPCERESISO-139] Added Total-avg button on info-page as per CMS539. Selected on default.
-> [TPCERESISO-141] Updated header status indicator as per YM-2. Will now resize.
-> [TPCERESISO-143] Fixed calibration-nudge function when percentage is entered directly.
-> [TPCERESISO-144] Yield dry-amount now calculated based on wet-yield and avg-moisture.
   a change of the storage-moisture level will recalculate the already harvested dry amount.
-> [TPCERESISO-145] Job average moisture now calculated whenever yield is measured. The avg 
value 
   is no longer time-based, but based on the amount of harvested product.
-> Fixed 'Reset?' string was not displayed correctly on info-page during reset.
-> Updated layout Info-page as per YM-2. Added average moisture data.
-> Fixed data that Kereval certified the Yieldtrakk which is not the case.
-> Updated taskpool as per YM-2, but including density, and without contamination DDI's.
-> Removed time-OFF DDI, caused confusion and total job-time is shown on the job printout.
-> Fixed DVP object in task-pool for DDI 539 (Average dry yield Kg/Ha).
-> Dry-moisture level marked as total in task-pool so it will be visible on the job-report.
-> Updated isobus-common to V2.35

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538001rev07
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 9th March 2018

-> [TPCERESISO-135] Fixed corrupt frequency reading on forward speed input.
-> [TPCERESISO-138] Added DDI 358 and 359 to Task-pool.
-> Header-height indicator is now using rectangle-objects instead of bitmaps.
-> Added hysteresis to analog-input header-height indicator.
-> Added hysteresis to analog-input header work-status.
-> Increased internal resolution of actual-working width from 0.1m to fp value.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538001rev06
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 20th February 2018

-> [TPCERESISO-130] Increased resolution of new/old weight values in cal-screen.
-> [TPCERESISO-131] Analog header signal can now be inverted.
-> [TPCERESISO-122] Speed-pulses now counted in auto-calibration routine.
-> [TPCERESISO-121] Increased resolution of speed-factor input object.
-> [TPCERESISO-134] Header width resolution increased to 3-decimals in metric.
-> [TPCERESISO-128] Updated French and Spanish language strings.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538001rev05
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 8th January 2018
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-> [TPCERESISO-124] Crop-2 values are now saved correctly.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538001rev04
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 7th December 2017

-> [TPCERESISO-114] Support added for new SPI-flash chip
-> [TPCERESISO-118] Increased resolution on angle-sensor data
-> [TPCERESISO-105] Fixed scaling on output-number object on cal-nudge screen
-> [TPCERESISO-109] Added lbs-totals on info-page when using imperial units
-> [TPCERESISO-111] Sensor nudge now done in lbs in imperial units.
-> [TPCERESISO-92]  ok/no button removed.
-> [TPCERESISO-112] When crop-moisture is below storage moisture, both wet/dry will display 
the

    wet-yield value.
-> [TPCERESISO-115] Header width, X/Y Offset (TC-Connector) are now product dependent.
-> [TPCERESISO-28] Added Moisture min/max limits and sample delay/time settings for Lexion 
combines.
-> Updated factory menu layout
-> Zero-angle settings changed in XML-file, will not be restored.
-> Fixed speed-sensor entering in imperial units.
-> Instant response now when nudging the moisture from the main-screen.
-> Fixed onboard/gps speed-status not indicated correctly on diagnostics page.
-> Speed-source now selectable between onboard/ISOBUS
-> Fixed, in imperial units, switching between totals would briefly show the metric value
-> Increased resolution of speed-sensor-factor to um.
-> Added Average-Reset button to info-page when no TC is connected.
-> Moisture sensor temperature now displayed in Fahrenheit in imperial units.
-> Removed highlighting of input-number object when selected.
-> Removed factor-A from moisture setup page. 
-> Using ok/no keymask in sensor nudgeto clearify action to operator.
-> Escape on pin-change screen now jumps to factory setting screen.
-> Removed combine-selection datamask
-> Factory default X/Y Offsets set to zero.
-> Factory default Left/Right angle correction set to zero.
-> Header height bitmap always shows 50/50 red/green area when in digital input mode.
-> Fixed, DDI 143, Physical actual value time now send as negative number.
-> Increased resolution on saved CAL-factor.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538001rev03
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 7th August 2017

-> [TPCERESISO-108] Fixed Unstable Yield reading when no equal distance between paddles
    on elevator.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538001rev02
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 21st July 2017
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-> [TPCERESISO-104] Fixed Header cutout status when using analog input for header height.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538001rev01
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 13th July 2017

-> Fixed rounded totals on info page.
-> [TPCERESISO-77] Fixed unstable live yield value.
-> [TPCERESISO-97] Fixed yield-sensor calibration tonnes value not copied from totals.
-> Fixed, totals are not adjusted when yield-sensor calibration is nudged.
-> Fixed, Header setup page, cutout/status voltage moved up to avoid overlapping border.
-> Fixed Angle-sensor zero position factors XML save/restore
-> Added Fileserver Factors XML save/restore function on factory-page.
-> [TPCERESISO-88] All factors restored from rev27, except density and header width.
-> [TPCERESISO-102] When no moisture-sensor is active, the wet-moisture value can be set
   with the +/- keys on the main-page.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538001rev00
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 22nd June 2017

-> [TPCERESISO-93] Removed double units for delay-time on yield-sensor setup page.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538000rev46
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 2nd June 2017

-> [TPCERESISO-91] Totals (info-page) for Crop1/2 were corrupted because of overlaying memory
   assignment.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538000rev45
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 26th May 2017

-> [TPCERESISO-79] Connector X/Y offsets are now internally stored in u-meters. This
   to avoid rounding errors when using imperial units.

-> When connected to a task-controller, we will show the averages on the main-page based
   on the Task-data received from the Task-controller. The AVE->0 button is removed from
   the info-page in this situation to avoid confusion.
-> AVE->0 button was not resetting average-moisture, and average-dry-yield-rate value.
-> Average-yield-rate value is now calculated with Header-in-work time only.
-> Object-pool general cleanup. Removed unused macro's/bitmaps etc.
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/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538000rev44
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 12th May 2017

-> [TPCERESISO-70] was not fixed properly. The time-off was not taken into account any more
   but the moisture value was still counting for average when the header
   was lifted.

-> [TPCERESISO-78] Default angle set so that when mounted vertically the left/right angle
   is approx zero deg. Fixed issue when z-axis from angle-sensor was zero.
   The angle shown was 90deg off in that case.

-> Added angle-sensor zero offsets to XML-file
-> DDI 67 (Actual Working Width), is now sending the active header width. In rev43 we were
   sending the full header width.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538000rev43
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 5th May 2017

-> [TPCERESISO-73] Header width now internally stored in um resolution.
-> [TPCERESISO-70] Average job-moisture now calculated using only the in-work time
-> [TPCERESISO-68] Crop density is now updated on main-screen when crop is changed.
-> [TPCERESISO-67] Now using live moisture value to show dry yield
-> [TPCERESISO-63] We now support DDI 289/290 for the task-controller
-> [TPCERESISO-60] Header status is now yellow when TC has switched off the sections
-> Fixed Rounding error in Wet-Yield-Rate DDI 87
-> Added DDI 90, 87, 119 and 120 to default-set data
-> Improved resolution on area/yield counters on info-page
-> Removed protein-sensor datamask and variables.
-> Product density now saved in mg/l internally. Caused rounding error when on imperial units.
-> Cleaned up object-pool. Removed unused object-pointers, general cleanup.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538000rev42
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 21th April 2017

->  [TPCERESISO-63] We now support DDI 289/290 for Task-controller
->  Averaged totals are now separate for Task-controller task. Their value is send by 
    the Task-controller when a task is started/resumed.
->  Changed usage of pointer-to-pointer on keymask for Info-screen. 
->  Added Time on/off total which is required to calculate average moisture/yield-rate.
->  Removed z-offset for harvester element 0 (TC)
->  Received task-totals are now processed correctly when received from the TC.

/****************************************************************************************/
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Software: CMS538000rev41
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 7th April 2017

->  [TPCERESISO-62] Working width set to zero when header if lifted (and TC active)
->  [TPCERESISO-61] When screen is entered, we now erase the flashing/ACCEPT status
->  [TPCERESISO-59] Fixed type-cast problem with negative numbers. Value is offset to 
moisture sensor.
->  [TPCERESISO-58] Instant/averaged key is now always active. When lifting header, 

average number are shown. When lowering, instant values.
->  [TPCERESISO-57] Wet/Dry selection key now added to info-screen keymask.
->  [TPCERESISO-51] Area value was of by a factor of 10. Also false value in combination with

issue TPCERESISO-62.
->  [TPCERESISO-32] This version runs correctly on new hardware and supports new SPI-flash 
chip
->  [TPCERESISO-47] Quite a bit of changes to the TC, width and offset are certainly send to 
the TC

now.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538000rev40
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 5th April 2017

-> [TPCERESISO-26] Removed minium-speed of 2.0km/hr for GPS input
-> [TPCERESISO-39] Fileserver-volume is now checked every time the Software-update

Datamask is shown.
-> [TPCERESISO-52] Total-dry-yield was off by a factor of 10.
-> [TPCERESISO-53] Updated to latest Isobus-Common fileset.
-> [TPCERESISO-54] Angle was never changed because the angle-filter used. Filter is

removed in this revision.
-> [TPCERESISO-44] Resolved already pre-rev39, but not checked out in jira
-> [TPCERESISO-55] Changed back to small memory map. Update from 27 to rev40 without

problems. Also in the future we will be able to update to >256k 
code files.

-> [TPCERESISO-56] After resetting the totals, the key for the selected total will be
highlighted correctly.

-> [TPCERESISO-41] Added connector to TC-objectpool. Connector-type is fixed at 3-point
hitch, x and y offsets can be set in header-setup page.

-> Minimal number of sections programmable now set to 1
-> Header nr-rows status now set correctly when machine is out of work. (when changing rows).
-> Total-area now correctly reset on info-page
-> Task-controller area was off by a factor of 10.

/****************************************************************************************/

Software: CMS538000rev39
Engineer: Henri Wilmink
Date: 1st February 2017

-> Updated TC objectpool. Now matching nr of sections are send to TC.
-> TC DVC object is now created at runtime 
-> Device-Element designator set to 'Harvester', this text is displayed on X30 display
-> Fixed scaling issue with FontAttribute 16x24. 
-> Fixed Header-height indicator position when not on 480x480 terminal
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-> Fixed Yield-calibration indicator position when not on 480x480 terminal
-> Fixed inaccurate header width send to TC. Was caused by rounding section width to mm
-> Fixed RUNSTATUS problem when running on pre-2012 hardware
-> TC object pool now resend on change of width/nr-sections. X30 job needs to be cleared 
-> before the new object-pool will be accepted!
-> Reformatted release-notes to be able to copy-paste into GIT

/****************************************************************************************/
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